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Pursuant to the May 10,2010 Vote and Order Opening lnvestigation by the

Department of Public Utilities ("Department" or "DPU") in Docket 10-53 ("Order"), the

four Massachusetts electric distribution companies (collectively "EDCs") have been

asked to develop a joint set of Model Terms and Conditions for a Purchase of

Receivables ("POR") program ("Model Terms").1 Section 60 of the Green Communities

Act, codified at G.L. c. 164, S 1D(fl4) ("Section 60"), required the creation of a POR

program and also required utilities to propose draft POR plans in October 2008.

The Retail Energy Supply Association ("RESA") has a strong interest in

implementing a successful POR program in Massachusetts, such as has occurred in

New York, Connecticut, Pennsylvania, and lllinois, and Ís being implemented now in

Maryland.2 POR programs are expressly authorized under the Green Communities Act

The EDCs are Fitchburg Gas and Electric Light Company dlbla Unitil ("Unitil"); Massachusetts
Electric Company and Nantucket Electric Company d/b/a National Grid ("National Grid"); NSTAR
Electric Company ("NSTAR"); and Western Massachusetts Electric Company ("WMECo").

RESA's members include ConEd Solutions; Constellation NewEnergy, lnc.; Direct Energy
Services, LLC; Energy Plus Holdings LLC; Exelon Energy Company; GDF SUEZ Energy
Resources NA, lnc.; Gexa Energy; Green Mountain Energy Company; Hess Corporation; lntegrys
Energy Services, lnc.; Just Energy; Liberty Power; PPL EnergyPlus; and Sempra Energy
Solutions LLC. The comments expressed in this filing represent the position of RESA as an
organization but may not represent the views of any particular member of RESA.



and are critical for the business development efforts of many retail suppliers, especially

those in the mass market residential and small business customer classes. Based on

RESA's review of Section 60 and the four EDC plans, RESA provided a June 1,2010

letter to the EDCs with detailed recommendations regarding key terms and conditions

that RESA sought to be incorporated into the Model Terms. On June 7,2010, the

EDCs filed their proposed Model Terms in response to the Order. They consist of (1) a

cover letter from counsel to one of the EDCs on behalf of all EDCs ("EDC Cover

Letter"), and (2) a three page terms and conditions document intended to be Section 8B

to the "Standard Terms and Conditions for Competitive Suppliers - Complete Billing

Option" ("June 7 Model Terms"). The June 7 Model Terms rejected several of RESA

recommendations, referred other recommendations into an. "EBT Working Group"

process, and identified still other issues as "open." See EDC Cover Letter atp.2.

RESA offers the following comments to support the need for revisions to the

June 7 Model Terms, including changes treated as rejected or open by the EDCs. ln

their present form, the June 7 Model Terms are insufficient to ensure a successful POR

program in the Commonwealth. RESA looks fonruard to working with the Department,

EDCs and other parties to finalize terms and conditions for an effective POR program

that will begin later this year or at latest, January 2011.
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Gomments

I. GENERAL COMMENTS

RESA is pleased to participate in this important docket to implement a POR

program for the first time in the Commonwealth. POR programs are critical to the

development of competition for many retail suppliers in restructured states such as

Massachusetts, especially in the mass market residential and small commercial

customer classes. For customers, a POR program reduces the confusion of separate

bills and payments, ofien eliminates the need for customers to post securíty deposits,

and allows customers who would have been denied for credit reasons to choose from

competitive supply. For suppliers, a POR program reduces the non-payment risk of

these customers and allows suppliers to avoid costly credit screening and selective

enrollment processes. For utilities, a POR program lowers costs by reducing the

burden of providing generation service to high credit risk customers, as suppliers sign

more low credit risk customers. Additionally a POR program minimizes costs for the

entire market by eliminating duplicative billing systems and credit and collections

functions. ln that sense it recaptures an economy of scope that was lost temporarily

following restructuring. While a customer referral program and customer education

programs are vital catalysts for the market to grow, they are ineffective unless they are

implemented alongside an already functional POR program.

States with robust POR programs, such as New York, Connecticut, Ohio (in the

natural gas markets) and Pennsylvania, have seen an influx of retail competitive

suppliers serving all customer classes, and strong levels of migration, including among
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residential customers. For example, sínce a POR program was commenced in Fall

2007 in the service territory of Connecticut Light and Power ("CL&P"), competition has

gone from virtually nothing to 23.6% of residential customers and 48o/o of the standard

(small and mid-size) service business customers.3 ln United llluminating ("U1") territory

in Connecticut, the corresponding percentages are 28.7o/o and 460/o. Accordingly,

RESA encourages the Department to implement a successful POR program, at the

earliest possible date, by adopting the changes to the utilities' proposal discussed

below.

II. COMMENTS REGARDING SPECIFIC ISSUES AND TERMS

A. Referrals to EBT Workinq Group Process.

As discussed in detail in the comments regarding specific issues below, the EDC

Cover Letter makes clear the EDCs' intent to refer an undetermined number of issues to

an electronic business transactions ("EBT") working group managed by the EDCs. The

utility of such group in establishing POR parameters should be carefully limited to those

that suppliers and EDCs jointly agree are best resolved by the group. Department

resolution of key disputes regarding program parameters should not be delayed

because of unilateral requests by EDCs or suppliers to kick issues to a potentially

divided working group process. RESA member companies actively participated in a

June 4,2010 EBT Working Group meeting devoted, in part, to POR issues, and will

seek to make sure that only appropriate issues are addressed by that group.

3 See Decision, Docket No. 05-08-05RE02 (October 11,2007), p. 11 (implementing POR program
effective immediately); see Docket No. 06-10-22 (showing monthly migration statistics for CL&P
and Ul).
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B. Customer Classes Eliqible for POR.

ln contrast to the other two programs in the first two paragraphs of Section 60,

the language of the POR part of Section 60 (at fl3) is not limited to particular customer

classes (e.q., residential and small commercial). Thus, POR should be available for all

customers in all classes that elect to have complete billing managed by the EDC and

the Model Terms should plainly reflect this intent.

It is not clear from the June 7 Model Terms that participation by all customer

classes is permitted. Changes are thus necessary to effectuate the statutory intent. For

example, Section 88.1.b refers to "participating classes of the Company" [referring to

the EDCI and later defines "Customer Class" as referring only to customers in a rate

class "as designated by the Company." RESA recommends that the latter phrase be

clarified by amending the text to "as designated by Company tariffs."

C. Eliqibility within Customer Classes ("all in, all out" issue).

The October 2008 filings raised the issue of whether a supplier must choose

direct billing for all customers in a class in order to take advantage of POR (an "all in, all

out" requirement). Unitil says no, concluding that POR should be available to suppliers

that chose complete billing for all or a portion of their customers. National Grid says

yes, stating that when complete billing is selected it must be used to bill all of the

supplier's customers in a class and arguing that any other approach would allow
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suppl¡ers to cherry pick customers. NSTAR and WMECo are silent on the issue. The

June 7 Model Terms identifies this issue as "open."4

"All in, all out" is a critical issue that has the potentialto eliminate the opportunity

for a successful POR program in the Commonwealth if decided incorrectly. RESA

strongly supports the Unitil position and believes it is consistent with G.L. c. 164, S 1D,

as amended by Section 60, for multiple reasons. lt is also consistent with many similar

rulings in other states that have rejected utility "all in, all out" proposals for POR

programs.s First, and most importantly, the "all in, all out" requirement would

substantially frustrate the purpose of Section 60 (fl3), codified at G.L. c. 164, S 1D(fl4),

and would nullify the effect of the statutory requirement that both direct and

consolidated billing options be offered by utilities in G.L. c. 164, S 1D(fl1). The clear

purpose of the POR program is to expand opportunities for retail customers to take

advantage of offers in the competitive market. Currently, all customers have access to

two billing options when choosing competitive supply: the complete billing option, in

which the distribution company bills both its delivery charges and the commodity

charges of the customer's retail supplier, and the direct billing option, in which the

See EDC Cover Letter, p. 2 ("Another open issue is the eligibility of suppliers to use both
Standard Complete Billing and Standard Passthrough Billing for the same customer classes
under a POR regimen").

"All in, all out" has been rejected in the great majority of instances in which POR has been
approved. This includes in the states of Connecticut, Pennsylvania (in the PPL service territory),
New York, Ohio (in the natural gas market) and Maryland. See, e.9., Letter Order, Re Baltimore
Gas and electric POR Program and Tariffs, Maryland PSC Docket Nos. RR2435,2409,2435-5,
2409-S (June 10, 2010) hereinafter "BGE POR Order" atp.4 (approving BGE POR program with
modifications, and expressly rejecting all in, all out proposal). The BGE POR Order and similar
orders for two other Maryland utilities are available at
<http://webapp.psc.state.md/us/intraneUhome.cfm >. To RESA's knowledge, "all in, allout" has
been adopted only in the National Grid service territory in New York and in the PECO and PPL
service territories in Pennsylvania, where (in the latter two) its application was limited to the
residential customer class only, as part of settlement agreements that addressed a number of
other complex issues.
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distribution company sends a billfor its charges and the supplier sends a separate bill

for its charges. The "all in, all out" requirement eliminates one of these options not just

for each customer, but for each class of customer served by a competitive supplier.

The goal of Section 60('fl3) was to expand customer choices, not limit them, and any

interpretation that has the opposite effect should be rejected.

ln the course of limiting customer choice, the "all in, all out" requirement would

also violate G.L. c. 164, S 1 D (fl1), which requires that EDCs make both the complete

billing and direct billing options available. Under the Grid proposal, the utility would be

offering only one option per rate class for those taking competitive supply, an

arrangement that is not consistent with the plain language of the statute. Moreover, the

impact of S 1D(1T1), combined with the inconsistency of the "all in, all out" requirement

with the clear goal of expanding customer choice, leads to the only interpretation of

Section 60(fl3) that is consistent with the plain language of that section, S 1D(fl1), and

the overall purpose of the statute. The statute states: "For electric suppliers who have

chosen the complete billing method, the electric distribution company shall make timely

payments to such suppliers in accordance with this paragraph. The distribution

company shall: (a) bill all of the electric supplier's customers in a service class

according to complete billing . . . ." The phrase "all of the electric supplier's customers

in a service class" clearly refers to those customers for which the supplier has chosen

the complete billing method. lf it did not and rather, as some might suggest, was

intended to apply to all of a supplier's customers in a rate class, regardless of which

billing method was chosen, one of two conditions would result. Either distribution

companies would have to purchase the receivables of customers on the direct billing

7
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option, or customers would be forced to switch from the direct billing to the complete

billing option. The former would be nonsensical, and the latter would violate S 1D(f[1),

which requires that distribution companies offer both billing options to customers.

Second, the "cherry picking" argument made by National Grid ignores the reality

of the retail electric business as actually experienced by customers. A customer's

decision to accept or enroll in consolidated or dual billing will be based on many factors

other than merely payment history, and it is unlikely that suppliers will choose to place

only high payment risk customers onto POR. For example, some suppliers may wish to

do their own billing for certain customers/products because direct billing creates a direct

relationship with the customer, allows the supplier to offer more complex products and

services that are not conducive to an EDC's billing system nor ailowed under

consolidated billing. Additionally, some suppliers may only wish to utilize the EDC

complete billing method (with POR) because the customer favors the convenience of

receiving a single bill from the utility. The needs of customers within a rate class will

vary widely depending on individual circumstances. This is especially true where some

of the utility rate classes comprise a group of customers that vary broadly by size and

type. Massachusetts customers should not have their choice of billing options limited in

order to maintain the supplier's qualification for the POR program. RESA opposes

interpreting Section 60 in an "all or nothing" manner that would deprive Massachusetts

customers of the full range of competitive choices conferred on them by statute. POR

has been implemented in several markets without "all in, all out" requirements and, to

RESA's knowledge, there has been no evidence of the kind of "cherry picking" about

which National Grid claims to be concerned.
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Furthermore, the "cherry picking" National Grid is concerned with is not a result

of the implementation of POR but is a risk already inherent within the current system.

When a customer uses the complete billing option and makes a partial payment, the

partial payment is allocated on a pro rata basis between the supplier and the utility.

This means that customers cannot avoid possible disconnection by paying only enough

of their complete bill to cover the utility past due amounts. Rather, customers falling in

arrears will face possible disconnection for any failure to pay all of the bill, creating a

strong incentive for full payment of both the utility and supplier charges. No such

incentive exists on direct billing, where customers could choose to pay only their

separate delivery bill, leaving their supplier bill unpaid until the supplier drops them to

utility service. This system creates an incentive to use the direct billing option only for

customers with the strongest credit and best payment histories, while placing other

customers on complete billing, where failure to make full payment can result in

disconnection by the utility. lt is RESA's understanding that in the several years since

the Department adopted pro rata allocation of partial payments, no utility (nor any other

stakeholder, for that matter) has alleged that this arrangement was unfair to utilities,

customers on bundled utility service, or any other customer segment. National Grid

makes no argument that there would be any greater incentive to "cherry pick" once POR

is implemented than exists now, under a system that has operated for years without

complaint from National Grid or others.

Finally, adopting the National Grid approach would cause problems with existing

supplier customers in a class that have elected to dual bill already. lt would be

disruptive to the market if these customers had to be forced onto consolidated billing to

I
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allow a supplier to participate in a POR program. POR needs to be implemented in as

flexible a manner possible to accommodate the varying reasons for customers and

suppliers to choose consolidated or direct billing.

D. Definition of "Generation Services" Elioible for POR.

Section 60 requires EDCs to pay suppliers the full amount due from customers

for "generatíon services." This phrase should be defined in the Model Terms. RESA

believes it should include not only unbundled energy, capacity, transmission, and

required ancillary services provided by an Electric Supplier but also clarify that the

scope of receivables eligible for purchase includes products related to demand

response and to the provision of renewable energy that are bundled with energy

seryices, such as in Pennsylvania POR programs. The June 7 Model Terms rejects this

recommendation, concluding without supporting explanation that "generation services"

eligible for POR should not include demand response and renewable products.6

RESA's position has been adopted in other states and should be implemented as

discussed below.T

The inclusion of demand response and renewable products is warranted

because such products are directly related to commodity attributes and are consistent

with state and federal policy objectives. For instance, permitting retail suppliers to offer

demand response products and renewable energy certificates ("RECs") bundled with

EDC Cover Letter, p. 2 (stating disagreement with RESA on this point).

E.q., Petition of PPL Utilities Corporation Requesting Approval of a Voluntarv Purchase of
Accounts Receivables Proqram and Merchant,Function Charoe, Opinion and Order, p. 23,
Docket No. P-2009-2129502 (Nov. 19, 2009) (finding by Pennsylvania PUC that "REC-based or
other attribute-based renewable products bundled with physical energy should be included in a
POR Program").

6

7
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energy through POR may assist Massachusetts in attaining the Governor's aggressive

goals for developing renewable resources in the Commonwealth. Additionally, as

utilities currently offer voluntary demand response products, retail suppliers should be

free to offer these products through POR programs. With respect to receivables related

to renewable products, the POR programs should include the retail supplier's costs

incurred to satisfy its obligations to comply with applicable renewable portfolio standards

as well as additional charges associated with "value added" renewable products. The

tariff language should explicitly include these costs as part of the receivable to be

purchased. Inclusion of such costs in the POR programs encourages suppliers to make

renewable offers in Massachusetts and is consistent with state goals of advancing

clean, renewable energy. lt would also level the playing field with utilities, which offer

renewable products (both REC-only and, in the case of NSTAR Green, full requirements

service) as a bundled service with the complete billing option.

The risk of loss associated with the regulated portions of the customer bill is

syndicated across all customers through the regulation of EDC rates. POR provides a

mechanism for syndicating the risk of loss for competitive charges as well. Excluding

some subset of competitive charges from POR creates a gap in the risk syndication

which undermines the full achievement of the statutory goals of POR in the first

instance.

E. Rate Readiness.

There are two types of billing arrangements in a typical POR program. One is

the so-called "rate ready" approach, meaning that the supplier provides the rate, and the

EDC calculates the bill based on the rate and actual consumption. In contrast, in a "bill

2040415
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ready" approach, the supplier is responsible for calculating each customer's bill and

furnishing it to the EDC. RESA recommended to the EDCs that the Model Terms

should include both "bill ready" and "rate ready" options and that each EDC would

implement POR for all its current billing options immediately and then work to expand

the program to include other billing options desired by suppliers. The June 7 Model

Terms proposed to implement only a "rate ready" approach.s

RESA does not oppose commencing the POR program in the Commonwealth

using a rate ready approach. Nevertheless, RESA requests that the Department

encourage EDCs to permit suppliers the option to use a "bill ready" approach,

immediately if within the EDC's capabilities, over a one or two year period if not.

F. Laq Time for Payment.

The text of Section 60 provides that payment periods will be computed by class.

The EDCs proposed different lag time periods in their October 2008 filings, several of

which did not meet the class requirement established in Section 60. In contrast, the

June 7 Model Terms establish a process for calculation of lag times based on the

preceding 12 months of data and then propose to keep them in place for a one year

period until the next annual adjustment is calculated, unless a different approach is

approved by the Department.e

This proposed approach is generally acceptable. Nevertheless, to the extent an

EDC's systems do not support the calculation of the lag time to enable timely

implementation of POR, RESA supports the use of a25 day lag in first year, with use of

u See EDC Cover Letter at p. 2 (rejecting RESA's requests to include the possibility of both
approaches in the Model Terms and Conditions without explanation); see also June 7 Model
Terms at 88.1 (Billing Procedure) (stating that the EDC will use the rate supplied by the

^ competitive supplier and then calculate the supplier's portion of customer bills).
' See June 7 Model Terms at 88.1.a
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actual data commencing in the second year by which time proper data systems should

be developed. RESA also notes that the current text reserves exclusively to the EDC

the ability to propose alternative methodologies for the Department's review.10

Suppliers should also have the ability to request an appropriate alternative approach to

the annual calculatÍon method stated in the tariff.

G. Discount Rate.

Like the lag time calculation above, Section 60 provides that the discount rate

used for the receivables will be computed by class and the EDCs calculated these rates

in the October 2008 filings using various methodologies. The June 7 Model Terms

provide a detailed methodology and formula, with supporting definitions.ll RESA

supports certain aspects of the EDC's formula, including that the EDC bear the burden

of making a detailed showing of the associated cost elements to the satísfaction of the

Department; the proposalto keep discount rates in place for one year periods before

making adjustments for the next year, unless othenruise approved by the Department;

and the use of a reasonable amortization period, such as the three year period chosen

by the EDCs, rather than expensing POR related costs. Nevertheless, several

modifications are required for effective performance of a POR program, including the

following:

a. Supplier Right to Propose Modifications. As with the similar

tariff language relative to the lag period, the EDC should not have the sole right to

propose changes in discount rate arrangements to the Department. Suppliers should

have the same right to ask for Department review.

:: ld.('...unless the Company proposes, and the MDPU approves, a change during the year.")
" June 7 Modelat Section 88.1.b.
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b. Text Changes fo Cosf Recovery Provision. Only incremental

costs directly associated with POR should be eligible for recovery through the discount

rate. Such costs should be minimal, as the EDCs already maintain staff and

infrastructure to recover uncollectibles relating to transmission, distribution and default

service charges and are recoverÍng those charges in existing rates. lf the discount rate

fails properly to account for this fact, the EDCs would collect and customers would pay

for the same costs twice (i.e., once through distribution rates and again through the

discount rate).

c. Calculation of Discount Rate by Ctass. Under Section 60, a

discount rate must be calculated for each EDC class that has POR participants. lt is not

clear that this intent is reflected in the June 7 Model Text, as the "CC" definition refers to

customers "in a rate class or rate classes as desiqnated by the Company." (Emphasis

added). Section 60 does not grant EDCs the authority to combine classes at their

discretion for purposes of calculating one or more discount rates.

d. Late Fee Revenue. RESA proposed to the EDCs, and the

EDCs expressly rejected without supporting grounds, that the discount rate take into

account late fees paid by utility customers.l2 Late fee revenues have been included as

an offset to bad debt costs in other states' POR decisions, including in Maryland.13 The

Maryland staff argued, and the Commission adopted, the position that the late fee

revenues should be included as an offset on bad debt costs for the purpose of

See EDC Cover Letter, p. 2 (stating its refusal to accept late fees in the discount rate calculation,
without offering supporting grounds).

See e.q., BGE POR Order, p. 4 ("The Commission accepts Staff's calculation of the uncollectible
costs, using the late fees to offset those costs").
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calculating the uncollectible discount rate argument. lt concluded that as late fees are

typically included in revenue as an offset to bad debt expense in rate setting, they also

appropriate for inclusion in POR program calculations.la

lnsert at p. 15 above H a new subsection . This should be last edit.

e. Reconciliatíon Mechanism. RESA suggests that the Department

further investigate the appropriate mechanism to use for unrecovered bad debt and

administrative costs. While RESA supports full recovery by the EDCs of all incremental

costs associated with POR, it believes that disparate treatment of reconciliation for

shopping customers vs. default service customers for unrecovered bad debt and

administrative costs could lead to disadvantages for shopping customers. With

customers migrating to and from default service and competitive supply, it might be

more appropriate for all unrecovered bad debt and administrative costs from all

customers, shopping or default, to be reconciled through the Default Service Adjustment

Mechanism.

H. Supplier Liens.

One of the October 2008 EDC filings proposed that the supplier must grant the

EDC a first priority security interest in all supplier accounts receivable and that the EDC

undertake a lien search and make/update UCC filings to perfect and maintain its

interest. The other EDCs did not propose this requirement. This issue is not addressed

in the June 7 Model Terms, making it unclear whether it was deliberately omitted from

the EDC consensus filing or whether it is intended to be deferred for consideration in a

future EBT Working Group process. RESA strongly opposes this measure as entirely

14 See March 31,2010 Maryland PSC Staff Recommendation on BGE Purchase of Receivables
Program, at p. 5. A copy of the Staff Recommendation is attached hereto as Exhibit A.
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unnecessary to protect EDC interests, excessively burdensome on the suppliers, and

potentially disruptive to a supplier's financing arrangements with its banks. RESA asks

the Department to reject it.

l. EDC Access to Supplier Security Deposits.

ln the October 2008 plans, National Grid proposes that Suppliers be required to

turn over security deposits to the EDC and WMECo states that it may require new

security deposits from suppliers' customers billed through POR. As with the supplier

lien issue discussed above, this issue is not addressed in the June 7 Model Terms and

it is unclear whether the issue has been dropped or whether the EDCs will seek access

to supplier security process through the EBT Working Group process or in another

forum. Both proposals are excessive and neither is authorized by the statute, and the

Department should reject their inclusion in a POR plan. POR presents little or no

demonstrated íncremental risk to the utility versus the current system of pro rata

allocation of partial payments, and no utility has proposed such measures under the

current system.

J. Purchase of Existinq Receivables.

The June 7 ModelTerms does not address the process in which the EDCs will

purchase existing receivables of suppliers following establishment of the POR program.

With respect to this program element, RESA proposes that the EDCs purchase all

existing receivables at a reasonable discount rate and a reasonable lag time. RESA

does not support supplier-specific discount rates (as supported in the National Grid

October 2008 filing), as that would be excessively complex and contrary to the benefits
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of POR as an industry-wide solution that addresses suppliers in the aggregate rather

individually.

K. Effective Date.

The June 7 ModelTerms did not identify an effective date or a process for

establishing a date certain for implementation by each EDC. RESA members sought

for many years to implement a POR program to facilitate their entry into residential and

small commercial segments and enhance choice for all customers. Massachusetts

customers have been forced to wait an additional two years since the enactment of the

Green Communities Act to have this customer-beneficial proceeding initiated by the

Department. Accordingly, the effective date for a POR program should be as short as

possible. In Connecticut, the Department of Public Utility Control ordered the POR

program for CL&P to be effectíve immediately, holding that orders can and should be

placed manually in advance of systems changes.ls While RESA will not seek that sort

of expedition, we request that the program commence not later than three months after

Department approval of the Model Terms and Conditions, and in no event later than

January 1,2011.

Conclusion

RESA appreciates the opportunity to comment on the EDC's June 7, 2010 filing

setting forth proposed Model Terms for a POR program in the Commonwealth pursuant

to Section 60 of the Green Communities Act. Significant modifications discussed above

and in the attached revised terms and conditions are required to establish a POR

program that will truly benefit consumers, suppliers and utilities in the Commonwealth,

15 Decision, Docket No. 05-08-05REO2 (October 10,2007), p. 11,
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as such programs have done in other states. RESA looks fonruard to working with the

Department, EDCs and parties at the July 1 g,2010 technical session.

Respectfully submitted,

Robert J. Munnelly, Jr.
Murtha Cullina LLP
99 High Street
Boston, MA 02110-2320
Telephone: (617) 457-4062
rmunnelly@murthalaw.com

Date: June 21,2010

RETA]L ENERGY SUPPLY ASSOCIATION
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